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Binder - Advanced Technical Information
Cayenne (92A) Cowl Drains

Vehicle Type: Cayenne (92A)

Model Year: 2011 to Present

Information: The cowl body drain has a plastic cage that may be weakened during removal, rendering it too weak
to be reused.

Work Procedure:  If the plastic cage of the cowl drain has been weakened to the point that it will not fasten properly to
the body, replace it. The drain also serves as a noise isolator. Omitting the drain from the vehicle is not
acceptable. In order to ensure an expedient repair, it may be necessary to stock several of the drains.
The area where the drain retention tabs can be weakened is shown in the photo below.

Parts Info: The drain part number is 958.572.419.00

PQIS Coding: Please use the following coding for PQIS -
50930 Body Drain
3041 Bent, Kinked
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